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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

Hypothesis 1: Eight-year-old German-speaking children will show a higher overall recall level for naturalistic syllable sequences than non-naturalistic or

random sequences, defined based on the transitional probabilities calculated from corpora of natural child-directed German input.

Hypothesis 2: Children will learn better (earlier and faster) from naturalistic than non-naturalistic distributions (in a statistical learning task based on prior

knowledge of transitional probabilities in their mother tongue).

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Participants will be assessed using a speech production task based on the Hebbian Repetition Paradigm (Page & Norris, 2009; see also, Isbilen et al., 2017),

which requires participants to repeat sequences of syllables out loud. Participants’ speech productions will be scored for accuracy, in terms of both syllable

recall, and bigram recall. We will calculate two types of scores for each speech production: accuracy (the number of items recalled correctly, in the correct

position) and serial recall score (computed based on the number of syllables correctly recalled in serial order).

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

The experiment has a within-subject design, where each participant is presented with three types of sequences interleaved over the course of the

experiment: (1) naturalistic sequences, which contain bisyllabic ‘words’ (defined by their transitional probabilities in the experiment) that are formed based

on commonly occurring bigrams in German, (2) non-naturalistic sequences, which contain ‘words’ that are formed based on bigrams that rarely occur in

German, and (3) unstructured foil sequences, which contain random syllable combinations (controlling for trained words).

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

Participants’ verbal repetitions of sequences will be transcribed and scored for accuracy (by comparing the spoken utterance against the sequence that

they heard). To test whether participants learned the sequences in the naturalistic and non-naturalistic languages, and to examine the time course for this

learning, we will run linear mixed effect models in R (R Core Team, 2020). We will test whether syllable and bigram recall is related to the naturalness of the

sequences throughout the study.

We will examine whether there is a significant effect of sequence type. We will then explore this, by testing if recall is better for naturalistic versus

non-naturalistic sequences, and for non-naturalistic versus random sequences. A significant difference in this direction between the naturalistic and

non-naturalistic condition would be interpreted as evidence that participants drew on their previous knowledge of German during this task.

To examine participants’ learning over the course of the task, we will test for a significant effect of block, and an interaction between condition and block. If

naturalistic sequence recall improves over time, and if the difference between naturalistic versus non-naturalistic sequences increases in magnitude

throughout the study, then we will interpret this as evidence that participants’ knowledge of German supports their learning of the new language.

To further examine participants’ learning over time, we will split the experimental sequences into three large blocks, to examine performance in the early,

middle and late stages of the task. We will test for an interaction between sequence type and experiment stage.

For all the above, any null effects will be tested with supplementary equivalence tests.

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

Participants will be excluded if they are not native German speaking, or if they have problems with speech, hearing, or language. Children will complete the

German Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) and the German LITMUS-SRT (a sentence repetition task). The PPVT is norm-referenced, whereas the

LITMUS-SRT is not. Children will be excluded if they perform 1.5 SDs below their age norms (a typical cut-off for language impairment/delay), and/or they

perform 2.5 SDs below the group mean on the LITMUS-SRT. The more conservative cut-off for the latter reflects the fact that the test is not normed and

thus a decision must be made based on the sample itself. Participants who do not complete at least 10/12 experimental blocks will also be excluded.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

Following a power analysis, we will aim to include 60 children. We will test additional children who have already been scheduled by the time we reach 60

participants.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

Nothing else to pre-register.
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